The fluorinated (10, 0) boron nitride nanotube: a computational nuclear magnetic resonance and nuclear quadrupole resonance study.
Quantum chemical calculations at the level of density functional theory (DFT) were carried out to investigate the influence of fluorination boron and nitrogen nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and also nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) parameters in the (10, 0) single-wall boron nitride nanotube (SWBNNT). To achieve this aim three models of (10, 0) boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs), raw and two F-attached (exohedral and endohedral) derivatives were studied. The results of calculations showed that while the boron atom chemically bonded to F atom has the largest chemical shielding isotropy (CSI); it has the smallest quadrupole coupling constant (CQ) value among the other boron nuclei.